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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a novel approach to facilitate the
administration of access control policies to ensure the confidentiality of
data at the level of materialized views. A materialized view stores both
the definition of the view and the rows resulting from the execution of
the view. Several techniques and models have been proposed to control
access to databases, but to our knowledge the problem of automatically
generating from access control policies defined over base relations the
access control policies that are needed to control materialized views is
not investigated so far. We are dealing with this problem by resorting
to an adaptation of query rewriting techniques. We choose to express
fine-grained access control through authorization views.1
Keywords: Database Security, Access Control, Authorization Views,
Materialized Views, Datalog.
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Introduction

In the area of data management, the problem of access control was one of the
most sensitive issues. Several techniques and models have been proposed to improve data security and to ensure data confidentiality (see, among others, [10][7]).
With the use of large systems like Data Warehouses [15] or Distributed Database
Systems [3], new security issues arise [9][13]. In our work, we focus on the problem of securing materialized views. A lot of organizations use relational DBMS
to store and manage their information and very often they resort to materialized views. A materialized view records the results returned by the query into a
physical table. In many settings, the views are materialized in order to optimize
access. For instance, in Data Warehouses, they can be used to precompute and
store complex aggregations. Thus, the user can use the materialized view as any
other base relation. In this context, ensuring security at the materialized view
level is as important as ensuring security at the level of tables. The question is
then how to ensure data security at the level of a materialized view? So far,
access control rules on materialized views are defined manually by an administrator by trying to comply with the basic ones.In a system containing tens or
1
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hundreds of tables controlled by tens or hundreds of rules, it becomes impossible for administrators to deal with such large sets of rules and consider all the
relevant ones.
Based on our previous work [6], we propose a novel approach that compute new
access rules based on existing access rules over base relations. In our approach, we
consider fine-grained authorization policies that are defined and enforced in the
database through authorization views [10]. Figure 1 summarizes our approach.
The idea is the following: Given a set of base relations (with the corresponding
authorizations) and a set of materialized view definitions, synthesize a set of
authorization views that will be attached to the materialized views, such that
querying the materialized views through those authorization views does not deliver more information than querying the database through the original ones.
In this paper, authorization and materialized views are restricted to conjunctive
queries.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses authorization
views. Section 3 presents our approach. In section 4, we present the related work.
We conclude in section 5.

Fig. 1. Security policies for materialized views: System architecture
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Datalog for Authorization

Among the several proposed techniques and models to ensure data confidentiality, we are particularly interested by the ”Authorization views” [10]. They are
a well known database technique that provides content-based and fine-grained
access control. Authorization views are logical tables that specify exactly the
accessible data, either drawn from a single table or from multiple tables.
The goal of our work is to automatically determine the set of ”authorization
views” that will be attached to materialized views. Doing so, the user can query
her/his appropriate authorization views or (s)he can query the materialized views
and the system will rewrite the query using the authorization views. Thus, in
our proposal, we are independent of the way the materialized views are accessed.
Nevertheless, to facilitate the understanding of our approach and without loss
of generality, we assume that the user can query only the authorization views.
As we restrict our self to conjunctive queries, we use non recursive Datalog without negation [1] as a formal framework for expressing access control rules. For
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example, the following rule defines an authorization view on the Doctor table:
av1 (IdD, Dname, Dfname, Dspecialty)←
doctor (IdD, Dname, Dfname, Dadr, Dphone, Dspecialty, Dsalary).

The user has right to view the last name, the first name and the speciality of
doctors in the hospital, but not personal nor salary information.

3

Contribution

In this section we present our algorithm ACMV (Access Control to Materialized Views) that generates a set of authorization views AVMV that should be
attached to and defined on materialized views. The algorithm takes as input
two sets: (1) A set of views (AV), representing the authorization views defined
on the base tables and (2) a set of views (MV), representing the definitions of
materialized views.
The generated views should be secure. Secure means that the generated views
should not give access to information that are no allowed by the basic authorization views. We have to guarantee that for each query on AVMV, there exists
an equivalent query on AV.
In order to automatically generate the relevant set of authorization views AVMV,
we propose a novel approach based on query rewriting techniques. To ensure the
security property, we propose an algorithm that performs a double rewriting,
using the two sets of views (AV and MV).
We first describe the core of our algorithm which is based on query rewriting
technique, namely MiniCon [8]. We propose an adaptation of this algorithm to
the security context.
S-MiniCon: An Adaptation of the MiniCon algorithm to the security
context
The MiniCon algorithm [8] was initially proposed as an efficient method for answering queries using views. It takes as input a query Q and a set of views V
and calculate all possible rewritings of Q using views in V, such that, for each
rewriting rw, we have rw ⊆ Q.
Let us take a simple example to show why we have to adapt the MiniCon algorithm to the security context. Assume the query (1) shown below, which makes
a copy of the table patient(IdP, N ame, Disease). The authorization view (2)
specifies an authorization access to the tuples (IdP, N ame) of the patient relation.
q(IdP, N ame, Disease) ← patient(IdP, N ame, Disease).

(1)

av(IdP, N ame) ← patient(IdP, N ame, Disease).

(2)

We propose to rewrite the query q using the authorization view av in order to
determine which set of tuples in q is accessible given av. If we apply the original
MiniCon algorithm, the authorization view av will be considered as irrelevant.
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The condition regarding the head variables is not satisfied [8]. But, if we do not
take the authorization view as relevant, no rewriting will be generated, i.e. no
tuple in q is accessible. It is too restrictive, since one can have access to the
tuples (IdP, N ame) by projecting them out. Therefore, in our framework, we
propose to adapt the MiniCon algorithm by relaxing the condition on the head
variables.
ACMV algorithm: Effectively and efficiently apply the S-MiniCon
algorithm
In this section, we present our proposal that exploits a double rewriting. The
algorithm takes as input a set of views Q to rewrite and the two sets of views
AV and MV. For the first iteration, we define the set of views Q that specify
a full access to MV. The algorithm starts by rewriting each qi of Q using AV,
the result is a set of rewritings RW qi . Let RW qi = {rw1 , ..., rwn }. This first
step determines which set of tuples of qi is accessible from AV. The second step
consists in checking if this set is also accessible from MV. For this, the algorithm
rewrites each rwj of RW qi using MV. We note RW rwj , the rewritings generated
with this second rewriting.

Algorithm 1: Double rewriting
Input: q the view to rewrite
AV:Set of authorization views
MV: Set of materialized views
Output: RW: Set of Rewritings
q exp = expansion(q)
RW q = S-MiniCon(q exp ,AV)
foreach rewriting rwj of RW q do
rwjexp = expansion(rwj )
RW rwj = S-MiniCon(rwjexp ,MV)
add RW rwj to RW
end
return RW

In order to ensure the equivalence of the security property, the algorithm must
check whether the application of the double rewriting using AV and MV has
filtered tuples of Q. For this, we propose to check, for each qi , if the union
of the generated rewritings contains qi . We rely on subsumption [2] algorithm
for this check. We recall here that the application of the S-Minicon algorithm
will generate rewritings that do not necessarily have the same schema (we
have relaxed the condition on the head variables). So, to verify the containment, the algorithm selects only the comparable rewritings (CRW) and verify
n
S
if qi 6⊆
CRW rwj . A comparable rewriting [14] is a rewriting that has the
j=1
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same schema as the query. The subsumption test verifies that no tuple has been
filtered by the double rewriting. In other words, any tuple in qi can be accessed
by both AV and MV. The algorithm then terminates and returns qi as a new
n
S
authorization view on MV. Otherwise, qi 6⊆
CRW rwj , which means that
j=1

one of the two rewriting steps has filtered some tuples. In this case the double
rewriting algorithm is applied again by considering RW rwj (for j from 1 to n)
as the set of queries to be rewritten.
Algorithm 2: ACMVAlgorithm
Input: Q: Set of views which give a full access on MV
AV: Set of authorization views on basic relations
MV: Set of materialized views
Output: AVMV: Set of authorization views on MV
while Q is not empty do
pick qi in Q
RW = DoubleRewriting(qi , AV, MV)
S
if
CRW subsumes qi then
Add qi to AVMV
else
Add RW to Q
return AVMV;

4

Related Work

Rosenthal and Sciore [11] have considered the problem of how to automatically
coordinate the access rights of the warehouse with those of sources. The framework proposed by the authors determine only if a user has right to access a
derived table (based on explicit permission) but our proposal goes further by
determining which part the user has right to access in the derived table. Also,
the authors stated the inference rules at a high level. The properties of the underlying inference system and the efficiency of the proposed algorithm were not
investigated and remain an open research issue.
In [4], the authors have built on [5] to provide a way to select access control rules
to be attached to materialized view definitions based on access control rules over
base relations. They resort to the basic form of the bucket algorithm which does
not allow to derive all relevant access control rules. Another limitation of this
work is that since they only deal with selection of rules, the framework remains
strongly dependent of the base relations. That is, the body of the derived rules
involves base relations only. In our work, we synthesize new rules from existing
rules where the body of the new rules makes reference to materialized views.

5

Conclusion

In the case of large organizations, the management of thousands of datasets
is very common. Ensuring data confidentiality in the presence of materialized
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views is also important. In this work, we presented a novel approach for an automated method to derive authorization views to be attached to materialized
views. We also presented S-MiniCon algorithm, an adaptation of a query rewriting algorithm to the security context. As mentioned above, we have discussed
only conjunctive queries. In large systems, (e.g., data warehouses), materialized
views can be used to precompute and store aggregated data (e.g., sum of sales).
This framework should be extended to accommodate materialized views with aggregations. For this purpose, we will consider algorithms for rewriting aggregate
queries using views [12].
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